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Abstract

In this paper, we study the scalability of an atmospheric modeling application on a cluster with commercially available
off-the-shelf interconnects. It is found that interconnects with large latency and low bandwidth are major bottlenecks for
performance scalability. Response curves for latency shows that for large message sizes latency is extremely sensitive to the
size of the message. Thus, decreasing the message size could reduce the latency and hence improve the scalability.

We propose both lossless and lossy (i.e., with loss of some information) compression schemes to reduce message sizes.
These compression techniques are investigated for the Community Atmospheric Model (CAM), which is a large scale par-
allel application used for global climate simulation, on a IBM Power 5 Cluster with Gigabit interconnect. This is a floating
point intensive application which involves both point-to-point and collective all-to-all communication of large messages
( >128 KB). Floating point data which constitute the messages in CAM application results in 14.8% compression when
lossless compression is employed and the speedup improves by about 18% on 32 processors. We further evaluate three
lossy compression schemes with very low overheads (0.15%). We study the acceptability criteria for information loss in
the lossy compression schemes using a perturbation growth test procedure. The lossy compression schemes achieve a mes-
sage size reduction of 66.2% and an execution time speedup of up to 20.78 on 32 processors. We also look at the criteria for
acceptability of loss of information in lossy compression techniques.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Message passing based parallel systems have become the platform for main stream supercomputing due to
their highly scalable nature. However, the performance of the parallel applications run on them is heavily
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dependent on the communication subsystem. This dependence on the interconnect is even more critical in clus-
ters where the interconnect is a commercially available off-the-shelf hardware such as a Gigabit ethernet which
suffer from high latency and relatively low-bandwidth. The bottleneck becomes even more severe when the
interconnection network is saturated with a large number of processors sending large messages. As will be
shown in Section 3, when the network is saturated, communication latency increases drastically with increase
in message size. In order to achieve better performance, it is important to reduce the message latencies. Mes-
sage latencies can be reduced by reducing the message size.

One of the techniques commonly used for reducing message size is message compression. We investigate
two techniques of message compression, viz., lossless compression and lossy compression. Lossless compres-
sion, as the name indicates, involves no loss of information and enables perfect reconstruction of data after
reception. Lossy compression, on the other hand, involves some acceptable loss of information. As in all lossy
techniques the threshold of acceptability could be a matter of concern and debate. It would largely depend on
the type of problem being solved. Techniques of data compression have been widely studied. Ke et al. use loss-
less compression schemes for compressing large messages of float values to improve large message latency and
hence application performance [8]. Their approach implements message compression and decompression in
cMPI, a modified version of MPI, using a value prediction scheme which computes the difference between
the actual and predicted data values and encodes the difference using leading zero count (LZC) method to
compress the messages.

In this work, we study the communication performance of Community Atmospheric Model (CAM) appli-
cation and investigate how different message compression schemes can be used to improve the communication
performance of CAM application, thereby delivering better speedup and scalability for the application. Com-
munity Atmospheric Model is a global atmospheric model developed at National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) useful for global weather and climate prediction. In this work, we use the data parallel
implementation of CAM application Version 3 (CAM-3) based on message passing interface (MPI) [9] run-
ning on IBM Power5 cluster interconnected with Gigabit Ethernet.

An excellent work in improving the scalability of CAM by optimizing the computation and communication
stencils has been done by Worley [14]. Our approach is complementary to that of [14]. We do not modify their
stencils but rather try to improve scalability by improving the efficiency of message passing. In essence the
problem being addressed by us can be summarized as

Given a complex computational code (such as CAM3) and a cluster with slow interconnects, can the
scalability of the code be improved by using message compression techniques?

In comparison with [14], the stencil used by us is in the optimal range. Our initial studies on the IBM cluster
show that scalability of CAM application is limited by its communication requirements.1 The communication
in CAM involves both point-to-point and collective communication of messages larger than 128 KB. This
leads to poor performance on clusters with larger number of processors.

In this paper, we use compression to reduce the size of messages in CAM. The messages that are commu-
nicated in CAM consists of double precision floating point data. First, we investigate lossless compression
techniques for messages in CAM. We then propose the use of simple lossy compression of messages, such
as truncation of least significant mantissa bits in the floating point data or converting the double precision
data in messages to single precision. However, lossy compression can affect the accuracy of the results gener-
ated and care must be exercised to ensure that both the numerical stability and the accuracy of the results is
not affected. For this particular application we look at the acceptable threshold of information loss using the
validation technique suggested by Rosinski and Williamson [11]. Our experimental evaluation shows that
lossy compression schemes leads to significant improvement in the scalability of the CAM application,
improving the speedup from 13.53 to 20.78 on 32 processors.

The main contributions of this paper are

• Development and evaluation of the performance of lossless and lossy message compression for message
passing.

1 We tested the same code on an IBM Regatta, a SMP, and it shows excellent scalability.
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• Application of these techniques to the complex computational code CAM and their impact on the scala-
bility on a cluster with slow interconnects such as the IBM Power5 cluster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a description of the Community Atmo-
spheric Model (CAM). In Section 3, we motivate how message compression can reduce the message latency
and hence improve the speedup. Section 4 discusses our lossless compression schemes and its performance
results. Following this, we discuss our lossy compression schemes in Section 5 and its validation in Section
6. In Section 7, we discuss the results of lossy compression schemes. Section 8 discusses the related work
and Section 9 provides concluding remarks.

2. Community atmospheric model (CAM)

In this section we describe the CAM model and its parallel implementation. We have used Community
Atmospheric Model Version 3 (CAM3) developed by National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR),
Boulder [5]. It is a widely used atmospheric model and contains components contributed by the atmospheric
modeling community from all over the world. Its source code is freely available under Open Public License.

The CAM model solves equations of momentum, energy, mass and moisture conservation. We have used
the model at T42 resolution. This corresponds to a horizontal grid resolution of 64 latitudes and 128 longi-
tudes [7], corresponding to a horizontal resolution of about 280 kms and 28 levels in the vertical direction.
Of the three options of dynamical core (Eulerian, Semi-Lagrangian and Finite Volume), we have used the
Eulerian version in our current study. Moisture transport, however, is Semi-Lagrangian. A detailed descrip-
tion of CAM3 is available in [5]. For computation of model physics we use a ‘pcol’ value of 16. This is the
default value in CAM3 and comparison with Worley [14] shows that this is in the optimal range for most
platforms.

The parallel implementation of the model has options for both OpenMP and MPI. It uses the domain
decomposition technique to distribute load amongst the processing elements. In the current implementation,
a one-dimensional domain decomposition along the latitudinal (north–south) direction has been used. The
physical core of the model, involving radiation, boundary-layer parameterization, cloud physics, etc. is largely
unaffected by this decomposition, as these computations are oriented in the vertical direction, have no hori-
zontal dependencies and hence parallelize trivially. The dynamical core, however, involves substantial commu-
nication between processing elements. In the present method of domain decomposition, computations of
Legendre Transform and Semi-Lagrangian advection of moisture require such communication. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), which is in the zonal or east–west direction, is unaffected by this decomposition. The com-
munication structure of the Semi-Lagrangian advection is of the nearest-neighbor form while that of Legendre
Transform is global. This means that the coefficients are spread over all the nodes and hence involve all-to-all
communication to collect the values. The model is run in a number of time steps over the duration for which
the climate simulation is required. In each time step the physical core and the dynamical core are executed. For
the rest of the paper, we will refer to these cores of CAM as the Physics, which is computationally intensive,
and the Dynamics, which is communication intensive.

3. Motivation for message compression

In this section, we motivate the need for message compression. We studied the behavior of the CAM code
on an IBM Power5 cluster with Gigabit Ethernet interconnect. Table 1 shows results from our initial perfor-
mance study of the CAM code for 1–32 processors. Observe that the speedup increases linearly with increasing
number of processors up to 4. The speedup improvement drops beyond 4 processors and the speedup achieved
for 32 processors is only 13.53.

To understand this behavior we measured the execution time in the two major phases of CAM namely the
Physics core (computationally intensive) and the Dynamics core (communication intensive). These numbers
are reported in the columns 4 and 5 of Table 1. Observe that the physics phase of CAM shows near-linear
improvements in speedup with increasing number of processors, with a speedup of 26 for 32 processors.

V.S. Kumar et al. / Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 1–16 3
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The execution time of the dynamics core, on the other hand reduces by only 2.63 for 32 processors. Thus, it is
the dynamics core that limits the overall scalability of the parallel CAM application.

We next analyzed the communication behavior in the dynamics phase of the CAM application, identifying
the communication patterns and the sizes of messages being communicated. We found that during each iter-
ative time step in the CAM computation, the communication is performed in 5 routines – bndexch, real-
loc4a, realloc4b, realloc7 and scan2. The bndexch routine performs a point-to-point
communication using MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv routines. Realloc4a and realloc4b perform collec-
tive communication using calls to MPI_Alltoallv, while realloc7 and scan2 call MPI_Gatherv. Table
2 shows the number of double precision floating point values communicated by these routines. It can be seen
that the bndexchroutine communicates 17,030 doubles or 133 KB, while for the other routines the size
roughly halves as the processor count doubles. Realloc4 routine communicates a minimum of 34,825 dou-
bles or 272 KB while scan2 and realloc7 communicate a maximum of 1440 doubles or 11 KB and 2656
double or 21 KB, which are relatively small messages.

In order to understand the performance impact of communicating such large messages, we measured the
latency incurred by these MPI routines on our cluster, using the micro benchmark SKaMPI [12]. SkaMPI
is a micro benchmark for evaluating MPI implementations performing a number of runs to minimize standard
error in execution time. It also measures the time for collective operations accurately based on the global time
[15]. In Figs. 1 and 2, we plot the latencies for messages of various sizes, both for pingpong and MPI_All-
toallv type of communication on an 8-node cluster.2 It can be observed that the communication latency
increases sharply beyond a message size of 32 KB for pingpong and 64 KB for MPI_Alltoallv. Observe
that for pingpong a reduction in message length from 128 KB to 64 KB causes 50% reduction in latency.
For MPI_Alltoallv a reduction in message length from 1 MB to 512 KB reduces the latency by 60%. Thus,
for the message sizes used in CAM, a significant reduction in message latency will result from reduced message
sizes.

Hence, we use message compression to reduce the size of messages being communicated in CAM in order to
improve the application performance. By message compression we mean that messages are compressed before
being transmitted to the receiver. The receiver decompresses the message to regenerate the original message.

Table 1
CAM performance: T42 resolution, 60 days

Number of processors Execution time (s) Speedup Physics (s) Dynamics (s)

1 34,044 1.00 29,496 3467
2 18,001 1.89 15,270 2229
4 9745 3.49 7842 1648
8 5827 5.84 4108 1577
16 3447 9.88 2180 1180
32 2516 13.53 1127 1317

Table 2
Number of double precision floating point values communicated by routines of CAM

Number of processors bndexch realloc4a realloc4b scan2 realloc7

2 17,030 2,87,584 2,91,712 1440 2656
4 17,030 2,15,688 2,18,784 720 1328
8 17,030 1,25,818 1,27,624 360 664
16 17,030 67,402 68,320 180 332
32 17,030 34,825 35,324 90 166

2 The IBM cluster used in our experiments consists of IBM e720 series SMP nodes, each with four Power5 processors operating at
1.65 GHz, and sharing 4 GB memory and 1 Gigabit NIC for communication. Communication across processors within a node does not
use shared memory as the MPICH implementation is compiled with noshared flag. In this experiment, we used communication amongst
eight processors on eight different nodes.

4 V.S. Kumar et al. / Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 1–16
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4. Lossless compression schemes for CAM

We first study the effect of lossless compression of messages on the CAM application performance. Several
compression techniques, e.g., compress [13], gzip [6], leading zero count (LZC) [8], have been proposed in the
literature. Under lossless compression, when the compressed message is decompressed, the original message is
recreated exactly, without any loss of information. Thus, the use of lossless compression guarantees that the
correctness of the results is not affected and is identical to that produced when no message compression is
employed.

The CAM application executes in iterative time steps and in each time step it communicates messages con-
taining arrays of double precision floating point values represented in the 64 bit IEEE 754 floating point for-
mat with 1 sign bit, 11 exponent bits and 52 mantissa bits. We modify CAM so that these arrays of floating
point value are compressed before transmission and decompressed upon reception. We study two types of
lossless compression schemes: intra-step and inter-step. Both these schemes rely on our observation that
the values in the arrays being communicated are correlated, explained in Section 4.1. The intra-step compres-
sion scheme compresses the message array based on the correlation of data values in the array within each
time step, whereas the inter-step compression scheme compresses the array based on the correlation of data
values across time steps.

4.1. Intra-step lossless compression

We have observed that, for the CAM application, the most significant bits of successive double values in a
message that is transmitted in a time step are correlated. By this we mean that successive values tend to differ
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in only a few most significant bits, and hence performing a bit-wise XOR produces a value with leading zeros.
The number of leading zero nibbles3 can be encoded and hence compressed. We use the nibble as the unit of
compression as in [8]. We define a compressibility metric, LZ nibble ratio, as the ratio of the number of leading
zero nibbles to the total number of nibbles sent by a single routine. This metric reflects the amount of com-
pressibility that can be achieved by using the nibble as the unit of compression. The LZnibble ratios for the
routines bndexch, realloc4a, and realloc4b are 15.14%, 6.08% and 5.91% in these routines,
respectively.

Fig. 3 shows how our intra-step lossless compression scheme works on an array of double precision floating
point values in a message. Successive double values (Data[i-1] and Data[i]) in a message are XOR-ed to pro-
duce the value Xor_Val. The leading zero nibbles in XOR_Val is encoded using a 4-bit count and the remain-
ing bits are left uncompressed. Thus, each double precision value can be encoded as (64 � 4 * LZn) + 4 bits,
where LZn is the leading zero nibble count. These compressed values are then packed and transmitted as a
message. Decompression involves extracting the LZn from the message and then forming the double precision
number by perpending 4 * LZn zeros in the MSB to the next (64 � 4 * LZn) bits from the message. This is
then XOR-ed with the previous value (Data[i-1]) to generate the decompressed number (Data[i]). Note
the when LZn is zero, the compression scheme can actually result in an increase in size due to the LZn count
bits.

4.2. Performance of CAM with intra-step lossless compression

We evaluate the performance benefits of intra-step compression the CAM application on an IBM Power5
based cluster with Gigabit Ethernet interconnection network. Each node in the cluster has four 1.65 GHz
Power5 processors with 4GB of RAM and runs SUSE Linux 9.0 operating system. We used MPICH-1.2.7
as the message passing library for the CAM application with -noshared memory option. This means that
communication between processes in a single node does not use shared memory. The compression and decom-
pression routines are implemented as a library and are called by the application before message transmission
and after message reception, respectively. We ran CAM using datasets of T42 resolution [7] for 60 days. When
the CAM application is run, it reports the total timing for each process along with the time taken for physical
core and dynamical core. We perform replications of our CAM timing runs so that the standard error in the
total execution time is less that 1%. Although each node in the cluster has four processors, for comparison of
our different compression schemes we run only 1 process per cluster node. This is to ensure that other effects
such as multiple processes sharing the shared memory or NIC does not influence the comparative of results.
However, the performance results with 2 processes per cluster node are also reported in Section 7.2.

3 A nibble consists of 4 bits. A zero nibble is 0000.

XOR’ed
Value

Compressed
Value

Sign MantissaExponent

Sign MantissaExponent

Data[i−1]

Data[i]

0 0000 0000 000

0011 00101100  ...

LZn Remaining bits

 00101100 ...

Fig. 3. Intra-step lossless compression.
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Table 3 shows the speedup and breakup of execution time spent in physics and dynamics cores for the ori-
ginal CAM code execution and execution with our intra-step lossless compression scheme. The speedup is cal-
culated with respect to the execution time of a sequential run. We find that intra-step compression results in a
marginal reduction in execution time and hence a marginal improvement in speedup, from 9.89 to 10.1 for 16
processes and from 13.53 to 14.02 for 32 processes. We also note that the reduction in the time spent in
dynamics is only by 6% for 32 processes. Since dynamics core is communication intensive and the message
sizes directly influence the communication time, we measured the reduction in message sizes due to our
intra-step compression, shown in Table 4. Note that while bndexch routine achieves a reduction in size of
data communicated of up to 8.9%, the realloc4a and realloc4b routines achieve no compression at
all. In fact, there is a small increase in the message size in these routines due to LZn overhead. Thus, the reduc-
tion in execution time of dynamics core or the overall improvement in speedup is only marginal.

Since this scheme does not result in good compression we next look at another lossless compression scheme,
which takes advantage of the correlation between floating point values across iterative time steps.

4.3. Inter-step lossless compression

In this scheme we exploit the fact that data values from successive time steps are correlated, because they
represent the temporal variation of the same parameter over the same sub-domain. We refer to our compres-
sion scheme based on this phenomenon as inter-step lossless compression. In this scheme, Data[i] of the cur-
rent time step is XORed with Data[i] of the previous time step, denoted as Prev_Data[i]. The LZnibble ratios
for the routines bndexch, realloc4a and realloc4b were found to be 21.06%, 19.68% and 19.31%,
respectively. We observe that the ratios are higher than those for intra-step lossless compression and we expect
higher compression ratios and better application performance.

Fig. 4 illustrates how inter-step compression is done. Prev_Data[i] and Data[i] from the previous and cur-
rent time steps respectively are XOR-ed to produce the Xor_Val. The leading zero nibbles are encoded using
the leading zero nibble (LZn) count and the remaining bits are left uncompressed as described in Section 4.1.
These compressed data are then packed, transmitted and decompressed at the receiving end. Note that the
inter-time step compression requires not only the data for the current time step but also the data for all the
messages in the previous time step. Since the message sizes in CAM application are large, this scheme requires
considerable space overheads.

Table 3
CAM performance T42: speedup for intra-step lossless compression scheme

Number of
processes

Original execution With intra-step lossless execution

Total
execution
time (s)

Speedup Physics
execution time
(s)

Dynamics
execution time
(s)

Total
execution
time (s)

Speedup Physics
execution time
(s)

Dynamics
execution time
(s)

1 34,044 1.00 29,496 3467 – – – –
16 3447 9.89 2180 1180 3370 10.10 2146 1141
32 2516 13.53 1127 1317 2419 14.02 1134 1234

Table 4
Reduction in data size due to intra-step lossless compression scheme

Number of processors Routine Bytes sent (GBytes) Compressed bytes sent (GBytes) Reduction in data size (%)

16 Bndexchg 49.34 45.00 8.8
realloc4a 34.72 34.94 �0.6
realloc4b 35.22 35.37 �0.4

32 Bndexchg 100.88 91.91 8.9
realloc4a 35.88 35.95 �0.2
realloc4b 36.39 36.53 �0.3

V.S. Kumar et al. / Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 1–16 7
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4.4. Performance of CAM with inter-step lossless compression

Table 5 shows the speedup and breakup in execution time for original CAM and the execution time with
our inter-step compression scheme. We obtain a speedup of 11.22 and 15.99 for 16 and 32 processes, respec-
tively, higher than under the intra-step lossless compression scheme. It can be seen that the time spent in
dynamics has reduced by 32% for 32 processes, as compared to a reduction of 6% under intra-step compres-
sion. The reduction in message sizes due to inter-step compression scheme are shown in Table 6. We observe
that inter-step compression results in reduction of message sizes by 13.4% in realloc4a and realloc4b

routines and 14.8% in bndexch. This leads to a good reduction in communication time and hence higher
speedups. However, the best reduction achieved is still only 14.8%.

We measured the overhead in compressing and decompressing all messages across all instances of
bndexch and realloc4 routines. Since the compression and decompression are performed at runtime, it
is desirable that these overheads are as low as possible. We found that the compression and decompression
overheads are 1.88% of total execution time.

As the maximum speedup achieved by lossless compression schemes for 32 processors is still only about 16,
we next look at the possibility of using lossy compression schemes to achieve higher reduction in message sizes
along with low overheads and hence deliver better application performance. However, as lossy compression
involves loss of information, it is necessary to find the acceptable threshold for information loss in the
CAM application.

5. Lossy compression schemes for CAM

The lossy compression scheme we propose here is less sophisticated than lossless schemes discussed in the
earlier section or the ones used by Ke et al. [8]. Yet, the proposed scheme achieves a good compression ratio.

XOR’ed
Value

Compressed
Value

Sign MantissaExponent

Sign MantissaExponent

Prev. Step
Data[i]

Data[i]
Curr. Step

0 0000 0000 000 

0011 00101100  ...

LZn Remaining bits

00101100 ...

Fig. 4. Inter-step lossless compression.

Table 5
CAM performance T42: speedup for inter-step lossless compression scheme

Number of
processes

Original execution Inter-step lossless execution

Total
execution
time (s)

Speedup Physics
execution time
(s)

Dynamics
execution time
(s)

Total
execution
time (s)

Speedup Physics
execution time
(s)

Dynamics
execution time
(s)

1 34,044 1.00 29,496 3467 – – – –
16 3447 9.89 2180 1180 3034 11.22 2185 758
32 2516 13.53 1127 1317 2130 15.99 1166 895

8 V.S. Kumar et al. / Parallel Computing 34 (2008) 1–16
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Further, the simplicity of the scheme ensures that the resulting overhead in compression and decompression is
minimal.

In lossy compression, some information is lost during compression, and hence decompression does not
result in a message that is identical to the original message. This can lead to loss of accuracy in the results
generated by the application. For CAM application we try to find an acceptable threshold for this information
loss. This threshold of acceptability could be problem specific and depends on the acceptable loss in accuracy.
If a higher degree of precision in communication is considered necessary then the user should suitably change
the compression limit.

In the CAM model, the highest precision is required in the calculation of Gaussian latitudes, Gaussian
weights and the Legendre polynomials. Errors in computation of these can lead to significant loss of accuracy
and computational instability. Hence, these computations should still be conducted in double precision and be
unaffected by the proposed lossy compression method. However, the temporally varying spectral coefficients
which are multiplied with the polynomial are less sensitive to precision and hence lossy compression can be
applied on them. We design our lossy compression scheme to affect only the least significant mantissa bits
in the double precision values of temporally varying spectral coefficients. Thus, the accuracy of computations
is not likely to be seriously affected. To confirm this, we ran CAM with double precision computations and
lossy communication and found that the in-built error criteria was not violated. Additionally, using the val-
idation techniques suggested by Rosinski and Williamson [11], we found that the RMS differences are within
acceptable limits, as discussed in Section 6. When we tried to run the model using single precision computation
in-built error criteria within the code was violated. Thus, it appears that lossy compression of messages could
be a viable option for improving scalability of CAM.

We have experimented with three lossy compression schemes on double precision floating point values in
CAM. During message transmission, we transmit only the most significant bits of double precision values
required to maintain the accuracy of the results generated by the application. In the following subsections,
we elaborate on our three lossy compression schemes.

5.1. Double precision to lossyN (DP-LossyN)

In the DP-LossyN method of lossy compression we leave out the least significant N bits and transmit only
the remaining (64 � N) bits of the double precision floating point number. Fig. 5 shows an example where N is

Table 6
Reduction in data size due to inter-step lossless compression scheme

Number of processors Routine Bytes sent (GBytes) Compressed bytes sent (GBytes) Reduction in data size (%)

16 Bndexch 49.33 42.04 14.8
realloc4a 34.71 30.06 13.4
realloc4b 35.21 30.62 13.0

32 Bndexch 100.86 85.93 14.8
realloc4a 35.87 31.06 13.4
realloc4b 36.38 31.65 13.0

Sign
(1 bit) (11 bits)

Exponent Mantissa
(52 bits)

(11 bits)
Exponent

Compressed
Value

Sign
(1 bit)

Data[i]

11 121

Lost Information

Mantissa
(12 bits)

Fig. 5. DP-Lossy40.
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40. We choose N such that the most significant (64 � N) bits always include the sign and exponent bits and
some of the most significant bits of the mantissa. Further N must be chosen such that the numerical stability
of the CAM application is not affected. Thus, the DP-LossyN involves packing the most significant (64 � N)
bits of each data value in the message, which is then transmitted. When the message is received, each (64 � N)
bits is unpacked into a 64 bit double value, appending N zeros in least significant bit positions. In our work we
try values of N = 32 and N = 40. It may be noted that DP-Lossy40, where the least significant 40 bits are not
transmitted, results in a straight 62.5% reduction is message size.

5.2. Double precision to single precision (DP-SP)

In the DP-SP lossy compression method, we typecast each double precision floating point data in a message
to a single precision floating point value. The number of bits in the resulting conversion is thus fixed to 32 bits
as dictated by the IEEE Single Precision floating point format. It can be seen that the DS-SP scheme gives a
message size reduction of 50% with a fixed accuracy, while the DP-LossyN scheme allows us to trade off
between accuracy and message size reduction, by choosing an appropriate value for N.

5.3. Lossy with lossless scheme

In this method, we use lossless compression along with either of the lossy compression schemes, namely
DP-LossyN and DP-SP. More specifically, one of the lossy compression scheme is applied first and the
inter-step lossless compression is applied subsequently on the truncated values. Note that the lossy and lossless
compression schemes are orthogonal to each other in the sense that lossy compression removes the least sig-
nificant bits while lossless compression takes advantage of the correlation in the most significant bits. We refer
to the combined lossy and lossless compression scheme as Lossy + Lossless in general; DP-LossyN + Lossless
or DP-SP + Lossless indicate the specific lossy scheme used in the combined scheme.

6. Validation of lossy compression schemes in CAM

When we use lossy compression for transmitting messages in the CAM application, we must ensure that the
accuracy of results generated by the application is not compromised. To check the impact of our lossy com-
pression schemes on the correctness of CAM, we used a validation procedure called the perturbation growth
test suggested by Rosinski and Williamson [11]. Recently, Jablonwski and Williamson [16] have suggested a
set of rigorous tests to test the dynamical core of a GCM. Use of these tests would require major modifications
to the code and would be outside scope of the present work. In their analysis, for quantitative comparisons
they suggest the comparison of L2 norm for surface pressure (Eq. (16) of their paper). We compare the L2
norm for temperature. We think temperature is a better variable for comparison as it is directly affected by
both physics and dynamics of the model while surface pressure is indirectly affected by the physics. In addi-
tion, truncation of messages would not only affect the dynamical core of the model but also the computation
of physics. Hence we have used the procedure of Rosinki and Williamson [11]. The steps involved in this test
are described briefly below. Additional detail can be found in [10]. The perturbation growth test for lossy com-
pression schemes involves comparing the error growth in the output of runs of CAM with and without our
lossy message compression enabled. Thus, the perturbation growth test consists of three runs of CAM:

1. control run of original code,
2. perturbation run of original code, and
3. run with lossy compression enabled.

During these runs the output temperature field is written to a file. The perturbation run of the original code
consists of applying a small perturbation to the initial temperature field. This is equivalent to introducing a
small error in the lowest order bits of the floating point values. The perturbation introduces is typically equal
to the machine epsilon. The output of this perturbation run, when compared with that of the original run,
represents the error growth due to perturbation. One has to check whether this error growth is acceptable
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for the CAM application [11]. We use the error growth of the perturbation run and compare it with the error
growth of the runs with lossy compression. If the error growth due to our lossy compression is no worse than
that of the perturbation run, then the output of CAM with lossy compression of messages is considered to be
acceptable.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of error growth for the lossy compression schemes we have proposed. The y-
axis represents the RMS Temperature difference and the x-axis represents the simulated time in Time Steps.
Each time step simulated in CAM at T42 resolution corresponds to 20 min of actual physical time. Fig. 6a
shows the error growth of the RMS Temperature difference for 60-days run, i.e., 4320 (=3 * 24 * 60) time
steps. Observe that the error growth of DP-Lossy32 is no higher than the perturbation error growth rate.
We found that DP-SP exhibits similar behavior. On the other hand, the error growth rate of DP-Lossy40 is
at least an order of magnitude higher than that observed with ‘perturb’.

Further, the error growth rate for all runs is highest during the initial 2 days and stabilizes after that. Hence
in Fig. 6b we plot the RMS temperature difference for the initial 2 days (i.e., 144 time steps) to show the dif-
ference in RMS during the initial period. Observe from Fig. 6b that the initial growth rate of error for DP-SP
is less than that for DP-Lossy32 because DP_SP includes more mantissa bits than DP-Lossy32. However, after
2 days both of them show the same stable behavior. This suggests that CAM application could use a lossy
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Fig. 6. Comparison of error growth for different lossy compression schemes with that of perturbation run of CAM: (a) 4320 time steps
(60 days); (b)144 time steps (2 days).
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compression of messages (of up to 32 least significant bits of double precision values) and still generate accept-
able output. So, we evaluate the performance of lossy compression schemes DP-Lossy32 and DP-SP for the
CAM application Fig. 7.

7. Performance of CAM with lossy compression schemes

As described in Section 4.2, each node of the cluster is an SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessor) containing four
Power5 processors, with these processors sharing memory and network interface card. In such cluster of
SMPs, the performance scalability is likely to be affected by the number of processes assigned to each node
(SMP). In our first set of experiments, we assign one process per node (SMP) and report the benefits of
our Lossy Compression Schemes. Subsequently in Section 7.2, we report results with 2 processes per node,
where each process is assigned to a different processor in the node. This enables us to make a uniform com-
parison of the different compression schemes, with the same number of processes per node.

7.1. Performance of CAM with 1 process per node

Table 7 reports the execution time of CAM application under different compression schemes for 1–32 pro-
cesses. It also shows the speedup up to 32 processes relative to single processor execution time. We observe
that for 32 processes DP-Lossy32 and DP-SP schemes achieve a speedup of 20.78 and 20.57, respectively,
which is more than 50% higher than the speedup achieved by the original CAM code without any message
compression. In comparison, the lossless compression scheme only achieves a speedup of 15.99, which is an
improvement of 18% over the original scheme. We notice that the Lossy + Lossless compression does not give
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Fig. 7. Speedup for two process per node.

Table 7
CAM performance: execution time (secs) and speedup up to 32 processes relative to single processor

Scheme Number of processes

1 2 4 8 16 32

Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speed

Original 34,044 1.00 18,001 1.89 9745 3.49 5827 5.84 3447 9.88 2516 13.53
Inter-step lossless 34,044 1.00 18,007 1.89 9748 3.49 5449 6.25 3034 11.22 2130 15.99
DP-Lossy32 34,044 1.00 17,667 1.93 9407 3.62 5111 6.66 2727 12.48 1638 20.78
DP-SP 34,044 1.00 17,691 1.92 9380 3.63 5092 6.69 2762 12.32 1655 20.57
DP-Lossy32 + lossless 34,044 1.00 17,933 1.90 9459 3.60 5131 6.64 2834 12.01 1693 20.11
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any additional benefits compared to the lossy schemes. In fact, there is a slight degradation in speedup com-
pared to lossy schemes.

Table 8 shows the time spent in the physics and dynamics cores of CAM. As before, the time spent in the
physics core decreases linearly with increasing number of processes and almost to the same extent. The dynam-
ics core shows a better improvement in execution time with increasing number of processes for the lossy com-
pression schemes, reducing from 3467 s (for original execution on a single process) to 313 for 32 processes with
DP-Lossy32 or DP-SP schemes. The execution time for the dynamics core with 32 processes under lossy com-
pression scheme is lower by a factor of 4 compared to that in the original execution time. This reduction
directly translates to improved speedup of the CAM application.

Table 9 shows the reduction in message sizes obtained with the DP-Lossy32 + Lossless compression scheme.
It can be observed that the message size reduction is between 64.0% and 66.2% which is better than the 14.8%
improvement achieved in inter-step lossless compression (Table 6), resulting in a speedup of 20.11 for 32 pro-
cesses. We measured the overhead in compression and decompression of messages and report them as percent-
ages of total execution time. The maximum overhead from lossy compression is 0.15%, while that for lossless
compression is 2.35%. The lossless compression overhead is higher due to more housekeeping work, i.e., deter-
mining count of leading zeros, packing of bits are arbitrary bits positions, whereas the lossy compression over-
head is significantly lower because of the low overhead of bit masking required for DP-LossyN scheme. Thus,
the lossy compression schemes are very attractive as they result in good compression ratios and reduce the
message communication time significantly, while incurring low compression overheads.

7.2. Performance of CAM with 2 process per node

As mentioned earlier, the performance of the CAM application on a cluster of SMPs, such as the one used
in our experiment, for a fixed number of processes may vary somewhat depending on the number of processes
assigned per node (or SMP). For example, the execution time of CAM under the original scheme for 32 pro-
cesses with 1, 2 and 4 processes on 32, 16 and 8 nodes are 2516 s, 3255 s and 4401 s, respectively. This increase
in execution time is possibly due to the interaction of processes in a node and the sharing of network interface
card (NIC) by all processes in the same node. Further, since the processes in CAM execute in a synchronized
manner with barrier synchronization, the processes in a node may compete for the Gigabit NIC at the same
time. Thus, more processes per node may result in an increase in execution time. Hence, the performance of
CAM application for a fixed number of processes, say 32 processes, with 1 process per node cannot be

Table 8
CAM performance: breakup of time in physics and dynamics for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 processes

Scheme Physics (s) Dynamics (s)

1 2 4 8 16 32 1 2 4 8 16 32

Original 29,496 15,270 7842 4108 2180 1127 3467 2229 1648 1577 1180 1317
Inter-step lossless 29,496 15,231 7864 4111 2185 1166 3467 2272 1615 1196 758 895
DP-Lossy32 29,496 15,220 7847 4086 2118 1258 3467 1943 1273 883 527 313
DP-SP 29,496 15,273 7863 4084 2165 1260 3467 1917 1256 867 513 318
DP-Lossy32 + lossless 29,496 15,263 7852 4068 2115 1201 3467 2170 1347 922 628 414

Table 9
Reduction in data size due to DP-Lossy32 + lossless compression scheme

Number of processors Routine Bytes sent (GBytes) Compressed bytes sent (GBytes) Reduction in data size (%)

16 Bndexch 49.33 16.68 66.2
realloc4a 34.71 12.37 64.4
realloc4b 35.21 12.67 64.0

32 Bndexch 100.86 34.08 66.2
realloc4a 35.87 12.79 64.3
realloc4b 36.38 13.11 64.0
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compared to that with 2 or more processes per node. However, it is still useful to study the performance of the
compression schemes on CAM where 2 or more processes are assigned to processors in a node, as this would
enable us to understand the effects of compression schemes on larger number of processes and using the system
to a better capability. We evaluated performance scalability of the CAM application for up to 64 processes,
assigning two processes to processors in a single node. We concentrate on the DP-Lossy32 and the DP-
Lossy32 + Lossless schemes in this experiment. While the base scheme achieves a speedup of only 15.6 on
64 processes, DP-Lossy32 and DP-Lossy32 + Lossless schemes achieve speedups of 30.77 and 31.17, which
is an improvement by almost a factor of 2. Thus, we observe that the compression schemes bring in greater
benefits especially for larger number of processors.

8. Related work

The work presented in this paper focuses on reducing communication time in message passing based par-
allel application using compression. We evaluate the performance of both lossless and lossy compression
schemes on the CAM application.

Ke et al. [8] evaluate the effect of lossless message compression in the context of parallel scientific applica-
tions based on MPI. They use value prediction based on DFCM [4] to compute the difference between the
actual and predicted data values which is then encoded using leading zero count (LZC) method to compress
the messages. Ke et al. implement message compression in a modified version of MPI, known as cMPI, which
requires that the predictor table state should be kept updated and consistent at both sender and receiver. In
contrast, our lossy compression scheme neither requires any additional storage nor incurs considerable com-
putational overhead. Further, we exploit the ability of the application to tolerate certain loss in accuracy by
adopting lossy compression schemes. This enables our approach to achieve a reduction of 50–66.2% in mes-
sage size or a compression ratio of 2–2.96 with a compression overhead of 0.15%. In contrast, Ke’s method
achieves a compression ratio of 1.36 (for the BT benchmark from NAS parallel benchmark suite) with a com-
pression overhead of up to 1.8%. While we consider the results of lossy compression to be acceptable (based on
the verification procedure of Rosinski and Williamson) the threshold of acceptability could vary with the
problem being addressed. We caution the user to use an appropriate criteria of acceptability.

Compression has been used in processor caches. Alameldeen et al. [2] evaluate a compressed cache design,
where the data in level-2 cache are compressed, which increases the effective cache capacity and reduces off-
chip bandwidth. Their technique is based on Frequent Pattern Compression (FPC), which encodes the fre-
quent data patterns (e.g., zero runs, sign extensions, etc.) found in cache lines using lesser number of bits.
The advantage of this hardware scheme is that the compression/decompression overheads are extremely
low. FPC gives higher compression ratios (up to 2.4) for integer benchmarks than for floating point bench-
marks [3]. Alameldeen et al. [1] use lossless compression in the context of Chip Multiprocessors (CMP). In
link compression, data messages being transferred from a CMP and off-chip memory are compressed by
the L3/Memory controller. This is important in CMPs, as increased processor cores per chip increases the
demand for off-chip memory bandwidth. Link compression greatly reduces this off-chip bandwidth demand.
However, they do not consider compression of messages across nodes of the CMPs.

9. Conclusions and future work

In a cluster using commercially available off-the-shelf communication interconnects, the slowness of links
proves to be a major bottleneck in scalability. A method to overcome this is to compress the messages. Exper-
iments with off-the-shelf interconnects show that message latency exhibits a threshold behavior with the size of
message. More specifically, latency does not vary much for small messages; however, beyond a threshold
(about 64 KB), the latency increases significantly with message size and is extremely sensitive to the size of
the message. Thus, by reducing the message size, the latency of message passing can be reduced and this
can lead to improved scalability.

We have studied two techniques of message compression, viz., lossless and lossy compression technique
messages. In lossless compression, only those bytes which are changed between iterations are exchanged, while
lossy compression involves some loss of information. While lossless compression results in perfect reconstruc-
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tion, lossy compression can be applied only as far as the loss in information does not exceed a threshold of
acceptability.

We have analyzed compression within (intra-step) and across (inter-step) time steps. Our experiments show
that inter-step compression is more profitable than intra-step compression, although the former has additional
space overheads. We have applied lossless and lossy compression techniques of message compression to a
complex computational code, viz., CAM, as we found that the scalability of CAM is limited by the commu-
nication performance due to communication of large messages. Lossless compression resulted in a message
size reduction of about 14.8% and a consequent gain of 18% improvement in scalability from 13.53 to
15.99 for 32 processors.

We have also used lossy compression of messages and used the method of Rosinski and Williamson [11] to
determine the threshold of acceptability for information loss. Using lossy compression schemes reduces mes-
sage size by 50% with very low overhead for compression and decompression (0.15%). The lossy compression
schemes improve the speedup to 20.78 for 32 processes. Further, the lossy compression schemes bring higher
benefits for larger number of processes, increasing the speedup from 15.6 to 30.77 on 64 processes.

The improvements in scalability is specific to a fixed stencil of CAM. We have not looked at varying the
computational and communication stencils as done by Worley [14]. Comparison with his work shows that
the configuration used by us is in the optimal range for most computational platforms. Since our method
is complementary to his work, we believe that the gains obtained by better configurations can easily be
enhanced by message compression especially on a cluster such as ours, which has slow interconnects. In con-
clusion, we would also like to highlight that for other computational codes in which messages vary even less
between iterations than in CAM, lossless compression could be a very promising technique for enhancing
scalability.

In the future, we would like to study the effect of performing the data compression and decompression on
the programmable processor available on the network interface, so that these overheads can be eliminated
from the host processor. We would also like to investigate the performance issues when there are more running
processes on each node. Current studies use datasets of T42 resolution. We would like to look at the scalability
at T85 resolution, which has a finer grid size.
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